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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 1- Ahmed Nakşi, Portrait of Osman II (1618), a miniature manuscript illustration,  

Topkapı Palace Museum 

 

 

 

History  

In May 1622 the Janissary rebellion in Istanbul ended in the murder of their leader, Sultan 

Osman II. Street riots and mutinies were not uncommon in the Ottoman capital Istanbul, but 

nothing like this had happened before. For the first time in history a ruling Ottoman sovereign 

was killed by his own subjects.  
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The story of Osman II goes back to 1617 when his father, the popular Sultan Ahmed 

I, unexpectedly died at a young age.
1
 Sultan Mustafa I, Ahmed’s brother and Osman’s uncle, 

succeeded to the Ottoman throne. Mustafa’s reign however became a very short one, as he 

proved to be too mentally unstable to fulfil his new role. After only a few months of rule, in 

February 1618, he was removed to the ‘cage’ (kafes), a sort of house-arrest within the royal 

palace. Ahmed’s eldest son Osman became the new sultan at the age of thirteen.   

Osman failed to match his father’s popularity. His marriage, for instance, was not 

generally appreciated. Osman married a girl from a family of jurists and clergy (ulema), a 

choice that members of the Ottoman dynasty usually avoided in order to control the ulema’s 

growing political influence. Osman’s ambition to revive the image of the sultan as a warrior 

lord (gazi), and his behaviour during the Polish campaign (1620-1621) also provoked 

criticism. What especially angered his political opponents was the rumour of Osman’s plans 

for military reform, which entailed disbanding the elite military units of the Janissaries 

(infantry) and the Sipahis (cavalry), and replacing them with a new army from Anatolia.  

The tension between the young sultan and the army leaders escalated in the spring of 

1621. After Osman had returned to Istanbul from the unsuccessful invasion of Poland, he 

ordered the transfer of his pavilions to the Asian side of the city. The pretext for such a move 

was the preparation for a pilgrimage (Hajj) to Mecca. In the morning of 18 May 1622, when 

the news broke that Osman had started loading the state treasury onto galleys, many 

Istanbulites interpreted it as the beginning of implementation of this reform. In protest, the 

alarmed Janissary leaders assembled in the centre of the city and marched to the Hippodrome, 

a square in the vicinity of the royal palace, the Topkapı. They drew up a petition asking 

Osman to abandon his plans and punish his advisors. Osman gave his consent to the former, 

but not to the latter request. Dissatisfied, the soldiers joined by many citizens reassembled the 

following morning, this time under arms. They stormed the palace, searching for Osman, but 

could not find him. On the spur of the moment they decided to look for the previous sultan, 

Mustafa, whom they found in a wretched state in the kafes. The rebels retrieved Mustafa from 

                                                           

1
 This overview of the rebellion of 1622 is based upon Baki Tezcan, Searching for Osman: a Reassessment of 

the Deposition of the Ottoman Sultan Osman II, (PhD dissertation, Princeton University, 2001) and Gabriel 

Piterberg, An Ottoman Tragedy – History and Historiography at Play, (Berkley and  LA: University of 

California Press, 2003). For more on Ottoman history in general see Daniel Goffman, The Ottoman Empire and 

Early Modern Europe, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), Suraiya Faroqhi, The Ottoman Empire 

and the World Around It, (London/New York: IB Tauris, 2007), Caroline Finkel, Osman’s Dream: The Story of 

the Ottoman Empire 1300-1923, (London: John Murray, 2006) and Cemal Kafadar, Between Two Worlds; the 

Construction of the Ottoman State, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995). 
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his imprisonment, lifting him to freedom with curtains through a ceiling hole, and proclaimed 

him the new sultan while Osman was still alive. Osman, realizing that he was in serious 

trouble, finally surrendered his closest associates, amongst whom were the Grand Vizier and 

the chief black eunuch, the kızlar ağası. The rebels immediately killed them both. Despite 

opposition of the ulema, the soldiers re-enthroned Mustafa and took him to the safety of a 

mosque, the Orta Cami. The next day they also managed to locate Osman and bring him to 

the same mosque, after exposing him to unprecedented public humiliation. Dressed in rags, 

bareheaded, and mounted on a decrepit horse, Osman received all kinds of insults from the 

gathering crowds.  

Osman’s fate was sealed in Orta Cami, probably due to the intervention of his father 

Ahmed’s influential favourite wife, Valide Kösem Sultan. Kösem imposed her son-in-law 

Davud Pasha as the new Grand Vizier, who soon gave orders for Osman to be transferred to a 

dungeon in the Seven Towers (Yedikule) and strangled. Some sources mention that Osman’s 

ear was brought to Kösem, as proof of his death. The regicide was not the end of the crisis 

that the seventeenth-century Ottoman historiographer Kâtip Çelebi labelled Ha’ile-i 

Osmaniye, the Ottoman tragedy.
2
 In the sixteen months of Mustafa’s second reign, five 

different Viziers were appointed and dismissed. Furthermore, a supporter of Osman, Abaza 

Mehmed Pasha, launched a large-scale rebellion in Anatolia. Only with the death of Davud 

Pasha, who was blamed for Osman’s murder, did the crisis abate.  

 

Only seventeen years old when he was killed, Osman II continues to be remembered as 

Osman the Young (Genç Osman). From the first contemporary reactions onwards, 

generations of readers have recognized his story as an example of the fatal mismatch between 

youth and kingship. Provoking reflections as to whether he deserved his fate due to his bad 

rule, or whether he fell victim to a ruthless political game, Osman has not only become a 

historical, but also a literary figure. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

2
 Piterberg, An Ottoman Tragedy, 1. 
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Research objectives 

The texts 

This dissertation examines the first literary interpretations of the 1622 Ottoman crisis. 

Osman’s death was breaking news in the Ottoman Empire and beyond. In the months 

following the rebellion, numerous reports about the Istanbul uprising circulated all over 

Europe. The dissemination of the story did not end with early modern journalism. Several 

poets transformed this news into verse in the 1620s and the 1630s. The first generation of 

such texts, those directly based upon the news relays, forms the corpus of this study.
3
 From 

what we know today, there used to be at least six of them. One however, a tragic play written 

in England, is unfortunately lost. We know that it existed from the preserved censor’s license 

issued in London in 1622, but the text itself has not been retrieved.
4
 The corpus therefore 

consists of five Osmans: three tragedies, one epic, and a historiographical poem. 

The five Osmans originate from different regions in Europe (see figure 1 below). Two 

of the tragedies come from the geographical area of the Low Countries. Exactly one year 

after Osman’s death, on 20 May 1623, a little-known Dutch poet Abraham Kemp published 

(and staged) a play called The Tragedy about the Murder of Sultan Osman (Droeff-eyndich 

Spel van de moordt van Sultan Osman, Gorinchem 1623) in the Dutch Republic of the Seven 

United Provinces. In the same year, Denis Coppée, a poet from the small town of Huy in the 

prince-bishopric of Liège, an independent enclave in the Spanish Netherlands, presented a 

French-language tragedy with the same theme, Deplorable Assassination Committed by the 

Janissaries on the Person of Sultan Osman (L’Exécrable Assasinat perpétré par les 

Ianissaires en la personne du Sultan Osman Empereur de Constantinople, Rouen 1623).
5
 In 

                                                           

3
 Focusing on the texts from the period of 1620s and 1630s, I chose not to discuss the later literary versions, and 

to leave the evolution of the story about the Young Osman in the West for future inquiries. The most important 

of these texts are Tristan L’Hermite pre-classicist play Osman (1650), Lodowick Carlell’s Osmond the Great 

Turk (1657), Madame de Gomez’ romanticized biography of the young sultan The Life of Osman the Great, 

Emperor of the Turks […] (1735), Cornelius Arnold’s ‘drama’ Osman an Historical Tragedy, (1757), Ottocar 

von Kraft’s tragedy, Sultan Osman, (1908), and Abraham Danon’s (1919) or Anitoine Galland’s (1678) 

translations of Tuği’s chronicle. In Turkey, Ragıp Șevki Yeşim dedicated a historical novel to Sultan Osman in 

1964, and A. Turan Oflazoğlu wrote a play, Genç Osman (1985), most recently staged in 2011. 
4
 There is a debate whether Lodowick Carllel’s play Osmond the Great Turk (1657) was a later version of this 

text. Frederique Hahn ‘One Osmond the Great Turk, not two’, in Notes and Queries 154, 1 (2007), 35-36, 

argues that Carllel’s play is a version of Osman from 1622.  
5
 The publishing address is that of Raphaël du Petit-Val, a printer in Rouen specialized in theatre editions. This 

address was probably false. Coppée regularly had his work printed in Liège, in the shops of Chretien Ouwerx 

and later Leonard Streel. See Henry Helbig, Fleurs des vieux poètes liégeois, (Liège: F. Renard, 1859), 90-91, 
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addition, the Dalmatian poet Ivan Tomko Mrnavić produced another tragedy inspired by the 

same events. His Osmanschica, published in Rome in 1631, is written in Croatian. The 

remaining two Osmans originally circulated in manuscript form. In the city-state of Ragusa 

(Dubrovnik – nowadays Croatia), Ivan Gundulić set out to write an epic called Osman, also 

in Croatian. Finally, just across the eastern border of what was Christian territory in the 

1620s, a Bosnian Ottoman, Dede Ağa, wrote a rhymed chronicle inspired by the 1622 crisis. 

This part of Dede’s Book of History dates from the second half of 1622 (more precisely 

Mustafa’s second reign in months after the rebellion) and was written in Ottoman Turkish.
6
 

 

Illustration 2 - Map of Europe in the seventeenth century (source: http://etc.usf.edu/maps) with marked 

approximate locations where the five poets lived. 1. Abraham Kemp 2. Denis Coppée, 3. Ivan Tomko 

Mrnavić 4. Ivan Gundulić 5. Dede Ağa 

  

The aim of this research is to explore the influence of cultural contact with the Ottoman 

world on each author’s representation of the rebellion of 1622 and its protagonists. Whereas 

the Netherlandish poets as ‘outsiders’ had little or no direct contact with the Ottomans, those 

from Dalmatia witnessed and engaged in extensive two-way inter-ethnic and inter-cultural 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

and Leopold Dupont, ‘Denis Coppée: Tradition Religieuse, actualité politique et exotisme dans le théâtre à 

Liège au temps du baroque’, in Revue Belge de philologie et d’histoire, 55 (1977), 822.  
6
 Dede referred to his manuscript with a general title, which is also an indication of its genre, kitab-i tarih-name, 

or ‘The Book of History’. In this dissertation I will call Dede’s text the History. 

http://etc.usf.edu/maps/
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traffic with their Muslim neighbours. The ‘insider’ Dede Ağa was an Ottoman. Each of these 

authors left a valuable testimony to the early modern attitudes towards the Ottoman Empire 

and Ottoman politics. However, only when observed together in a comparative perspective, 

do these five texts offer a more complete picture of contemporary literary representations of 

young Osman’s demise.
 
This dissertation is the first comparative study of the literary versions 

of the news about the Ottoman crisis of 1622.  

The image of the Turk 

In dealing with the literary representation of ethnic, political and religious entities, this study 

relies on imagology, a multidisciplinary sub-field of comparative literature that studies 

intercultural images and self-images. The discipline, which originated in the work of the 

French scholar M.F. Guyard in the 1950s, owes its survival to the Belgian comparatist Hugo 

Dyserinck of the University of Aachen. More recently, Manfred Beller, Joep Leerssen and 

others have further contributed to the institutionalization of the study of national 

representation in literature.
7
 As of the 1980s, imagologists have been analysing the ethnic 

stereotypes as parts of literary and political discourse, rather than literary motives. Under a 

post-structuralist influence, they have distanced themselves from the essentialist approach, 

emphasizing the role of stereotypes in the construction of nations and ethnicities. A 

national/ethnic image, or ethnotype, has become problematized as a fictional construct that 

serves the purpose of defining and creating a nation’s own identity by differentiating it from 

the image of ‘the Other’. Notions of the Self and the Other play a significant role in the extant 

literature on ethnic images, signifying the context of cultural confrontation in which 

ethnotypes operate. Despite their anecdotal character, ethnic stereotypes in literature are both 

projections of, and contributions to a moral evaluation of another nation or ethnic group, 

measured by the standards of one’s own. In the West, one of the oldest and most exploited 

such stereotypes is that of the Turk.  

Ever since the first contact in the twelfth century, Christian writings about the Turks 

(a denomination that pertained to all Ottoman Muslim subjects), have produced a series of 

stereotypical ideas about them. These ideas merged criticism of a Muslim identity with the 

concept of a barbarian origin. Over time, such an image underwent a number of 

modifications, which resulted in different stereotypes such as, to name but a few examples, 

                                                           

7
 Manfred Beller and Joep Leerssen (ed.), Imagology. The Cultural construction and literary representation of 

national characters – A critical survey, (Amsterdam/New York: Rodopi, 2007). 
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the Infidel, the Barbarian, the Violator, or the Despot. These stereotypes have received a lot 

of scholarly attention in the last couple of decades, the period of growing popularity of 

Ottoman and Turkish studies in general.
8
 All sorts of sources have been scrutinized: news, 

pamphlets, travel journals, costume books, paintings, drawings, theatre, diplomatic 

correspondence, science, theology, and historiography. When it comes to literature, a number 

of twentieth-century scholars have analysed the stereotypical images of the Turk in different, 

usually national, European contexts.
9
 In this they have followed the pioneering works such as 

S. Chew's The Crescent and the Rose: Islam and England During the Renaissance (1937), 

C.D. Rouillard’s The Turk in French History, Thought and Literature (1941), N. Daniel’s 

                                                           

8
 Scholars have also plunged into Ottoman archives looking for statements about the Ottoman self-image and 

their image of Europeans. The scant number of sources on Ottoman image of the West before the eighteenth 

century led to the hypothesis that the early modern Ottomans were disinterested in the Christian world. The 

growing corpus of recent evidence proves the opposite. See Sinan Kuneralp (ed.), L’ Empire Ottoman et L’ 

Europe, Documents diplomatiques Ottomans sur les affaires de Pologne et Russie, (Istanbul: The Isis Press, 

2012), Baki Tezcan ‘The ‘Frank’ in the Ottoman Eye of 1583’, in The Turk and Islam in the Western Eye (1453-

1750): Visual Imagery before Orientalism, edited by J. Harper, (Ashgate, 2011), 267-96. In addition, there is a 

growing corpus of studies dealing with the non-European image of the Ottomans, investigating the mechanisms 

of image formation in other parts of the world. Ulich W Haarmann, ‘Ideology and history, identity and alterity: 

the Arab image of the Turk from the Abbasids to Modern Egypt’, in Middle East Studies, 20 (1988), 175-196, 

David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter the Great, 

(New Haven, CT and London: Yale UP, 2010). 
9
 I would like to draw attention to some of the studies that were useful to and inspirational for my research. For 

general works see: Nabil Matar, Turks, Moors and Englishmen in the Age of Discovery, (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1999), Margaret Meserve, Empires of Islam in Renaissance Historical Thought, ( Cambridge, 

Mass and London: Harvard UP, 2008), Aslı Çirakman, From the ‘Terror of the World’ to the ‘Sick Man of 

Europe’- European Images of Ottoman Empire and Society from the Sixteenth century to the Nineteenth, (Bern: 

Peter Lang, 2004), Nancy Bisaha, Creating East and West; Renaissance Humanists and the Ottoman Turks, 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), M. E. H. N. Mout, ‘Turken in het nieuws’ in Tijdschrift 

voor Geschiedenis, vol. 97 (1984), 362-381, Nedret Kuran- Burçoğlu, Multiculturalism: Identity and otherness, 

(Istanbul: Boğaziçi University Press, 1997), David Blanks and Michael Frasetto, Western Views of Islam in 

Medieval and Early Modern Europe: Perception of the Other, (New York: St. Martin's, 1999). For more on 

European theatre with Turkish subjects see Matthew Dimmock, New Turkes: Dramatizing Islam and the 

Ottomans in Early Modern England, (Farnham: Ashgate Publishing, Ltd, 2005), Jonathan Burton, Traffic and 

Turning; Islam and English Drama, 1579 -1624, (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2005), Daniel Vitkus, 

Turning Turk; English Theatre and the Multicultural Mediterranean, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 

Linda Mc Jannet, The Sultan Speaks: Dialogue in English Plays and Histories about the Ottoman Turks, 

(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), David Chatenier, Le sujet turc sur la scène française des XVIe–XVIIe 

siècles: un voyage dans le tragique, du récit d’Orient à la tragédie (PhD dissertation Sorbonne, 2010), Hubert 

Meeus, ‘Turken op het toneel’ in Literatuur: magazine over Nederlandse letterkunde, 13 (1996), 310-312. 

Illustrative of the ‘regional’ or ‘national’ perspective are Benjamin J. Kaplan, Muslims in the Dutch Golden Age 

– Representations and Realities of Religious Toleration, (Amsterdam: ACSGE, 2007), Gerard Wiegers ‘De 

Nederlanden en de islam in de zeventiende eeuw: wisselwerking tussen cultuurcontact en beeldvorming?’ in 

W.A. Shahid and P.S. van Koningsveld (ed.), Religie, cultuur en minderheden: Historische en maatschappelijke 

aspecten van beeldvorming, (Tilburg, 1999), Hans Theunissen (ed.) Topkapi en turkomanie: Turks-Nederlands 

ontmoetingen sinds 1600, (Amsterdam: De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1989),  Mustafa Soykut, Image of the ‘Turk’ in 

Italy- A History of the ‘Other’ in Early Modern Europe 1453 – 1683, (Istanbul: Isis Press, 2001), Jelica 

Novaković – Lopušina, Srbi i jugoistočna Evropa u nizozemskim izvorima do 1918, (Beograd: ReVision, 1999), 

or (for a Croatian image of the Turk) Davor Dukić, Sultanova djeca; Predodžbe Turaka u hrvatskoj književnosti 

ranog novovjekovlja (Zadar:Thema, 2004). 
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Islam and the West: the Making of an Image (1966), or R. Schwoebel’s The Shadow of the 

Crescent: The Renaissance Image of the Turk (1967), studies that have paved the way for a 

mass of recent literature that covers all corners of Europe.
10

    

 When it comes to the early seventeenth century, the period relevant for this 

dissertation, the Turkish stereotypes generally reflected the contemporary power relations 

between the Christian countries and the Ottoman Empire. The sultan, or the Grand Turk, was 

perceived as one of the major players on the international political scene. The Christian world 

was still grappling with the idea that the Ottoman expansion could continue further 

westwards, but also looked for ways to engage in profitable relations with the Ottoman 

government, the High Porte. The stereotypical roles attributed to the Turk in this period 

reflect a perception of Ottoman military and economic superiority, compensated by 

projections of moral inferiority. Despite the occasional positive voices about the Ottoman 

world, the references to Turkish sexual habits, conquering politics, slavery, Muslim religion, 

state apparatus and sultanic opulence usually feature as moral condemnations.                                                                                                                         

 Studies focusing on the image of the Turk take all sorts of approaches. Some identify 

the type of bias and the stereotypical role in a particular corpus of texts, and explain these 

stereotypes on the basis of ethnocentric cultural and historical circumstances. Others focus on 

a shift in paradigm, usually in relation to the historical context.
11

 Most of them reflect on the 

concept of Orientalism, examining the turning point in the European-Ottoman power balance 

that would allow for such a discourse.
12

 Finally, scholars from different disciplines have 

joined Braudel’s conviction that ‘the Turkish Mediterranean lived and breathed with the same 

rhythms as the Christian, that the whole sea shared a common destiny’,
13

 in a plea for an 

Ottoman ‘common ground’ with the rest of the Mediterranean. This comparative perspective 

aims at nuancing the moral sapping that for many centuries has formed the red thread in the 

                                                           

10
 An illustrative example of just one volume dedicated to modern image-forming about the Turks is Nedret 

Kuran- Burçoglu (ed.), The image of the Turk in Europe from the declaration of the Republic in 1923 to the 

1990s. Proceedings of the workshop held on 5-6 March 1999, CECES, (Istanbul: Bogaziçi University Press, 

2000). This volume only contains articles on the image of the Turk in Flanders, Norway, Belgium, Britain, 

Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Greece. 
11

 See Lucette Valensi, Venise et la Sublime Porte: la naissance du despote, (Paris: Hachette, 2005) and Alain 

Grosrichard, The Sultan’s Court; European Fantasies of the East, (London/ New York: Verso, 1998). 
12

 For a very clear picture of the situation in the early seventeenth century see Daniel.J. Vitkus, ‘Early Modern 

Orientalism: Representations of Islam in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth- Century Europe’ in Blanks and Frasetto 

(ed.) Western Views of Islam in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, 207-230, and Bisaha, Creating East and 

West.  
13

 Ferdinand Braudel, preface to The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, 

Volume 1, (Berkley: University of California Press, 1995), 14. 
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European image of the Turks, and has also tied into the recent debate about Turkey’s 

contested EU membership.
14

  

The group of studies that focuses on encounters, mobility, interaction and shifting 

identities, in other words intercultural contact, is particularly relevant for this dissertation.
15

 

Two aspects of contact are significant for Western image formation about the Turk. One is 

the increase in first-hand encounters with the Ottomans that affected this image in the late 

sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries. Newly established diplomatic ties with France 

(1535), England (1580), and the Republic of the Seven United Netherlands (1612), growing 

Mediterranean commerce, and an increase in travel literature have been identified as 

important factors that contributed to a more nuanced image of the Muslim enemy.
16

 More 

historically oriented studies of the Western image of the Turk tend to make a distinction 

between texts that are a product of ‘armchair’ observation of the Ottoman world, and those 

that testify to a real encounter, such as travelogues and diplomats’ reports. While the authors 

of the former are taken to be more prone to criticism and analytical thinking, the authors of 

the latter have been found to be ‘open and curious’.
17

 Such a division creates a set of 

expectations when it comes to the image of the Turk in the Low Countries, physically distant 

from the Ottoman Empire, and that in the lands on the Ottoman border. While in the Low 

Countries the general Turkish stereotype relied chiefly on adaptations and translations of 

foreign sources,
18

 in Dalmatia it was based on both first- and second-hand sources. If it is true 

that first-hand contact had a positive influence on the image of the Turk, then the Balkan 

Osmans, whose authors are known to have regularly interacted with their Ottoman 

neighbours (as will be further explained in Chapter 2), stand a chance of offering a different, 

and perhaps more nuanced vision than the Dutch ones.      

                                                           

14
 Tim Jacoby, ‘Turkey and Europe: Culture, Capital and Corruption’ in Review of International Studies 36 

(2010), 663-684.  
15

 See for instance Identity and Religion in the Medieval and Early Modern Mediterranean, special issue of 

Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies, ed. John J. Martin, 41, 3 (2011), 601-634, Tijana Krstić, Of 

Translation and Empire: Sixteenth-Century Ottoman Imperial Interpreters (Dragomans) as Renaissance Go-

Betweens,in C. Woodhead (ed.), The Ottoman World, (Abingdon:Routledge, 2011), 130-142, and Timothy 

Hampton, Fictions of Embassy; Literature and Diplomacy in Early Modern Europe, (Ithaca and London: 

Cornell UP, 2009). 
16

 For instance Matar, Turks, Moors and Englishmen, Çirakman, From the ‘Terror of the World’ to the ‘Sick 

Man of Europe’ and Dimmock, New Turkes. 
17

 Çirakman, From the ‘Terror of the World’ to the ‘Sick Man of Europe’, passim. 
18

 Frans Blom, ‘Het venster op het Ottomaanse Rijk. De import van theater en nieuws over de Turk in de 

Republiek’, in De Zeventiende Eeuw. Cultuur in de Nederlanden in interdisciplinair perspectief, vol. 29, issue: 

1(2013),19–31.(http://www.de-zeventiende 

eeuw.nl/index.php/dze/article/view/URN%3ANBN%3ANL%3AUI%3A10-1-114433/8796. 
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 In contrast, imagologists have put forward a different aspect of intercultural contact, 

offering an entirely different set of expectations. Ethnic stereotypes can be positive or 

negative, depending on the political circumstances. According to Leerssen, ‘countries which 

present a threat of political or economic rivalry are usually described in negative terms, 

giving rise to xenophobia; whereas countries that do not pose any threat are represented in 

‘cute’ terms, giving rise to exoticism or ‘xenophilia’’.
19

 It is therefore to be expected that the 

image of the Turk in the Balkans, where the Ottoman Empire was a more immediate enemy, 

was more negative than that in the faraway Low Countries. This study will investigate 

whether this was the case with regard to the representations of the 1622 crisis. In sum, it will 

attempt to answer two major questions, both pertaining to different aspects of inter-ethnic 

contact. The first question concerns the impact of the first-hand cultural experience. What 

was the contribution of face-to-face contact with the Ottoman world in the representation of 

the Istanbul crisis of 1622 and the sultan’s demise? The second question has to do with the 

political and military context. Is there indeed a relationship between anti-Turkish rhetoric and 

the level of geographical exposure to Ottoman invasion? 

 

Approach and method 

Contemporaneity  

The authors of the Osmans were unaware of each other’s works. Although the five texts were 

published at different times, there is no evidence of a mutual influence. What they do have in 

common is the type of source: all five of them were based upon news reports. In 1620s there 

was a wide variety of such reports, many of which are still available today: journalistic 

entries, the missives of the Western emissaries present in Istanbul in May 1622, or the 

Ottoman eyewitness accounts of the rebellion. The dissemination of news in early modern 

Europe contributed to an articulation of a shared notion of contemporaneity throughout the 

continent.
20

 News reports offered an insight into what was happening at approximately the 

same time in a wide geographical area, an area that included Istanbul. People across Europe 

recognized that any change on the Ottoman throne, and especially a violent death of the 

                                                           

19
 Joep Leerrssen ‘Images - Information - National identity and national stereotype’ at 

http://www.imagologica.eu/leerssen. 
20

 Brendan Dooley in the introduction to B. Dooley (ed.), The Dissemination of News and the Emergence of 

Contemporaneity in Early Modern Europe, (Farnham: Ashgate, 2010), 1-19. 

http://www.imagologica.eu/leerssen
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sultan, would have concrete implications for the global power balance. The international 

impact of the 1622 crisis in Istanbul was a concern that absorbed not only the authors of 

handwritten and printed news, but also the poets. In this way, the literary Osmans also 

articulated a shared experience of ‘now’ in different European regions, representing what can 

be called the ‘literature of contemporaneity’- the literature that mythologises the more or less 

recent past by turning it into poetry. 

In the seventeenth century, recent history regularly inspired poetry, from tragic plays 

to occasional poems. The tales of the regicides and political upheaval had a particularly 

strong impact, since they both caused sensation and fit the literary conventions of the tragic 

genre.
21

 It was no different with the story of Osman, which drew its appeal in the first place 

from the sensational and unexpected contemporary developments and, in the second place, 

from its Ottoman setting. This combination distinguishes the Osmans (at least the four 

‘Western’ ones) from the well-studied corpus of ‘Turkish’ or ‘oriental’ literature. Unlike the 

greatest amount of ‘Turkish’ literature, the Osmans do more than interpret the universal 

message of a moral dilemma set in an Ottoman historical context.
22

 Instead, they combine 

such an exemplary interpretation with a dissemination of the story about a contemporary 

historical event. Moreover, they all give comments on its implications for the future, just like 

the contemporary news reports about the same event do.  

The five Osmans therefore testify against the unconditional omission of oriental 

topics from the corpus of Western ‘literature of contemporaneity’, as for instance argued by 

Bouteille-Meister in her dissertation about the early modern French-language theatre of 

contemporaneity.
23

 Discussing the works of Denis Coppée, Bouteille-Meister chose to 

include in her corpus The Bloody Battle (Sanglante Bataille, 1624), Coppée’s play about the 

outbreak of Bohemian Revolt of 1618, but to leave out Coppée’s Osman from the same 

corpus, on account of the play’s oriental theme. In making such a choice Bouteille-Meister 

referred to the classicist concept of ‘détour’, drawing on Jean Racine’s famous proposition in 

the second preface to his oriental play Bajazet (1672). According to Racine, the geographical 

                                                           

21
 For instance the violent deaths of William of Orange in 1584, Mary of Scotland in 1587, Henry IV of France 

in 1610 and Dutch statesman Johan van Oldenbarnevelt in 1619, and the unsuccessful plots such as 1601 Essex’ 

attempt against Elisabeth I of England or the 1605 gunpowder plot against James I. See Jean Weisgerber, La 

Mort du Prince – Le régicide dans la tragédie européenne du XVIIe siècle, (Bruxelles: P.I.E. Peter Lang, 2006). 
22

 The stock tragic stories featuring Turkish sultans most often exemplify conflicts of loyalties, for instance in 

the famous episodes about sultans Beyazid (1360-1403), Mehmet (1432-1481), or Suleiman (1494-1566), 
23

 Charlotte Bouteille-Meister, Représenter le présent: formes et fonctions ‘l’actualité’ dans le d’expression 

française à l’époque des conflits religieux (1554-1629), (PhD dissertation, Paris 10, 2011). 
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and cultural distance between the French audience and Ottomans can make up for, according 

to contemporary poetics, ‘an inconvenient proximity in time’ of the chosen topic (in this case 

a distance of some forty years).
24

 Along the same lines, Bouteille-Meister argues that the 

Ottoman world in seventeenth-century French theatre merely figured as a type of a ‘detour’, 

similar to, for example, a detour by antiquity or a detour by mythology:  

It is not the political ‘contemporaneity’ that playwrights put on the scene when they 

represent the tragic events from the recent rules of Suleiman or Osman, but they 

present a reflection on the nature of power, cruelty and tyranny – a reflection that they 

present to the audience by means of a Turkish detour, offered as a mirror that is 

distanced and therefore universally applicable to the French monarchy.
25

 

In this study, I argue that the concept of distance, fundamental to the rhetoric of detour, has 

little relevance for the earliest poetry about Osman II. First of all, the universal, exemplary 

mechanism described in the quote above was pertinent to all Osmans analysed, to those that 

were ‘distant’, to those from the border with the Ottoman world, and to the Ottoman text 

alike. Secondly, in none of the texts does the political message end with a ‘mirror’ for the 

domestic audience. Indeed, the story of Osman’s murder tied into the acute political debate 

about the divine nature of royal power and the legitimacy of rebellion, and it found parallels 

with the more or less contemporary European regicides and political murders. Nevertheless, 

each Osman, Christian and Ottoman, also offers an image of international politics in 1622. 

All five authors mythologized the change on the Ottoman throne as the latest link in the chain 

of events that led to the current political identity of the Ottoman Empire and, by extension, 

other forces in Europe and Asia. The five Osmans therefore present a combination of 

reflections on the general nature of sovereignty, and observations of contemporary 
                                                           

24
 ‘(…)Les personnages tragiques doivent être regardés d'un autre oeil que nous ne regardons d'ordinaire les 

personnages que nous avons vus de si près. On peut dire que le respect que l'on a pour les héros augmente à 

mesure qu'ils s'éloignent de nous: major e longinquo reverentia. L'éloignement des pays répare en quelque sorte 

la trop grande proximité des temps, car le peuple ne met guère de différence entre ce qui est, si j'ose ainsi parler, 

à mille ans de lui, et ce qui en est à mille lieues. C'est ce qui fait, par exemple, que les personnages turcs, 

quelque modernes qu'ils soient, ont de la dignité sur notre théâtre. On les regarde de bonne heure comme 

anciens. Ce sont des moeurs et des coutumes toutes différentes. Nous avons si peu de commerce avec les princes 

et les autres personnes qui vivent dans le sérail, que nous les considérons, pour ainsi dire, comme des gens qui 

vivent dans un autre siècle que le nôtre.’ J. Racine, Bajazet, 1672, 3. 
25

 ‘Ce n’est donc pas ‘l’actualité’ politique que les dramaturges mettent en scène quand ils représentent les 

évènements tragiques des règnes très proches de Soliman ou d’Osman, mais une réflexion sur la nature du 

pouvoir, la cruauté et la tyrannie – réflexion qu’il propose au public à travers ce ‘détour’ turc, présente comme 

un miroir éloigné et donc universellement pertinent à la monarchie française.’ Bouteille-Meister, Représenter le 

present, 731. 
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international politics. In my analysis I have traced both of these discourses for each text in 

order to answer my research questions.  

 

Commonplaces  

The Osmans endorse a close link between early modern journalism and poetry. This link 

manifests itself in many forms, including the patterns of ethnic representation shared in both 

types of texts. In the contemporary news reports about the death of Osman II, and in the four 

literary texts by Christian authors, this representation was formed under the influence of 

humanism. The news supply, just like literature, formed part of a broader context of humanist 

written culture, shared by intellectuals, rulers, merchants and political elite, in Protestant and 

Catholic regions alike.
26

 The stereotypical images about the Turk that figure in the ‘Western’ 

Osmans can therefore for a good part be explained in relation to the humanists’ commonplace 

ideas about the Turks and the Ottoman military advance. In contrast, the Ottoman text about 

Osman II is embedded in a different written tradition, and exemplified a different cultural 

code. Although the patterns of expression vary from those used by the Western poets, in this 

text we can also trace the Ottoman equivalents of ethnic commonplaces. 

Commonplaces, also known as topoi and loci communes, have been defined as 

‘cultural objects which gained persuasive potential from the exploitations of material bearing 

authority in the past’,
27

 or, similarly, as generally accepted arguments relying on socio-

cultural consensus or sacred authority.
28

 They operate as fragments of stock information, 

oftentimes condensed in a visual image, easily evocable by means of association. Interpreting 

ethnic stereotypes about the Turk not only as fictional constructs of ‘Otherness’, but also as 

parts of the systems of commonplaces, can be useful in two ways. First, it can help 

understand the heterogeneity of the Turkish topoi in each of the five Osmans. Secondly, it 

allows us to put them in a perspective regarding other kinds of stereotypes present in these 

texts.  

                                                           

26
 Zsuzsa Barbarics –Hermanik, ‘Handwritten Newsletters as Interregional Information Sources in Central and 

South-eastern Europe’, in Dooley (ed.), The Dissemination of News and the Emergence of Contemporaneity in 

Early Modern Europe, 155-178. 
27

 K. Banks, P. Bossier (ed), introduction to Commonplace Culture in Western Europe in the Early Modern 

Period II: Consolidation of God-given Power, (Leuven: Peeters, 2011), ix-xix. The concept has been broadened 

from the content of the early modern commonplace books, to include the means of persuasion in all kinds of 

texts, media and visual arts. 
28

 Marko Juvan, Intertekstualnost, (Novi Sad: Akademska Knjiga, 2013), 22. 
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Present-day scholars generally agree that there was no unanimous image of the Turk 

in early seventeenth-century Europe.
29

 Despite a steady influx of nuanced and positive 

images, the negative ones did not fully disappear or change. Instead, different sorts of 

Turkish topoi continued existing side by side. A similar dissonant use of stereotypes has also 

been observed on the level of a text. One author will, for instance, represent the Grand Turk 

as the archenemy of Christianity, expressing a negative prejudice, only to evoke a positive 

image a couple of pages later, praising him as the carrier of monarchic principle. Such a 

contradiction was possible since the use of commonplaces was not based on logical 

coherence or empirical reliability, but on repetition and recognition from the intertext. An 

author would deploy a certain stereotype each and every time anew, in relation to intertextual 

knowledge rather than to what has previously been said in the text. In the early seventeenth 

century, the time of pre-empirical expression, a logical discrepancy of literary arguments was 

compensated by an underlying belief in religious authorities or established sources from 

antiquity.
30

 Commonplace ideas, including those about the Turks, were composed into a text 

in their generally accepted form rather than questioned, as parts of a more general world 

picture dominated by religion. I will therefore observe ethnic images in the five Osmans as 

signifiers of beliefs supported by religious constructs of ethical values, without necessarily 

trying to find a ratio behind them or looking for a unified image of the Turk in one text.  

While commonplaces pertain to any field of knowledge, in the case of the story of 

Osman two types played the most significant roles: the stereotypes about the Turks on the 

one hand, and stereotypes about the political roles of sovereigns, tyrants, ministers, masses 

and rebels, on the other. In the earliest literature about Osman II, Turkish commonplaces are 

strongly interrelated with the commonplace representations of political roles. The characters 

in the five Osmans do not only figure as stereotypical Turks, but also as stereotypical 

representatives of social groups and political positions, for instance as princes, ministers or 

the mob. Many of these political commonplaces were not necessarily associated with the 

Ottoman world, but existed across cultures and religions. At times, the two registers 

overlapped. For instance, not only did religion play a role in the formation of an image about 

the Turk, but also rank and status.
31

 Ottoman political and social hierarchies provided 

                                                           

29
 Çirakman, From the ‘Terror of the World’ to the ‘Sick Man of Europe’, passim. 

30
 Frans Willem Korsten, ‘God as Keystone of the System of Commonplaces. The Case of Joost van den 

Vondel’s Plays’, in Banks, Bossier (ed.), Commonplace Culture in Western Europe in the Early Modern Period 

II, 12.  
31

 Matar, Turks, Moors and Englishmen, 42.  
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material for a great deal of (anti)Turkish topoi: the vast riches and endless resources of the 

Grand Turk, his ownership of the lives of all of his subjects, the absence of hereditary 

nobility, and the practice of fratricide, are several of the combined ethnic/hierarchical clichés 

associated with the Ottoman Empire. The images and self-images of the Turk in the five 

Osmans are therefore best observed in relation to the discourse about a rebellion against a 

tyrannical ruler, which forms the essence of the plot in this story. In this analysis, the Turkish 

ethnotypes will be interpreted from the point of their exchange with the non-ethnic 

commonplaces concerning political roles in a situation of a rebellion against a (potential) 

tyrant. 

Commonplace images relevant for this study existed in most cases across the 

continent, but not all of them formed part of the mainstream discourse about the Turk in a 

particular environment. In order to explain the selection of topoi that a particular author 

deployed, we need to look at the context in which the text is produced. Contextualization is 

the method that stands at the core of any imagological study.
32

 In the five Osmans, two main 

elements influenced the image of the Ottomans and the way the authors chose to tell and 

interpret this story: the local literary traditions, and the poets’ contextual background. In the 

first place, it is important to reconstruct the discursive tradition about the Turk, starting with 

the sources employed. I will try to identify the particular news reports that a poet used as the 

source text(s), in order to see in what way he employed the information obtained. This study 

will also examine the place of Turkish literary trope in local literary traditions. Literary 

production about the Turks was not of the same scope in, for example, Dubrovnik and the 

Dutch Republic. I will therefore try to reconstruct the role of these tropes in the local ‘public 

sphere’, emphasizing their relation to the locally dominant political discourses. Finally, I will 

take into consideration the genre conventions and the rules and limitations they posed on the 

representation of the story of Osman. The environment in which the poets wrote also had an 

impact on the literary representations of the story of Osman. This study will investigate the 

social position, religious background, and personal history of each of the authors. I will focus 

on the kind of poetry they wrote, how their oeuvre fit into the relevant literary and cultural 

traditions, their target audiences and, in particular, the poets’ personal relationship with the 

Ottoman Empire. We will see if they had an interest in Ottoman history and politics, if they 

travelled to the East, and if they encountered Ottoman subjects in daily life. Answering these 
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 Joep Leerssen, ‘Imagology: History and Method’, in Beller and Leerssen (ed.), Imagology, 17-32. 
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questions in Chapters One and Two paves the way for the interpretation of the five Osmans in 

the remaining three chapters of this dissertation.  

 

Structure 

The first chapter of this study is dedicated to the dissemination of news about the Istanbul 

rebellion of 1622. I will identify, where possible, the reports that served as sources for the 

literary Osmans. Furthermore, I will give a survey of the political and cultural debates of the 

time, both in the West and in the Ottoman Empire, which received a boost following the news 

of Osman’s demise. I will also single out the most significant commonplaces that formed the 

imagological anchors in these debates.  

Chapter Two focuses on the five poets and their contexts. The aim of this chapter is 

not so much to reconstruct the five biographies, but to show the type of political discourse in 

which they engaged when writing about Osman’s end. Whereas Chapter One focuses on 

Western images and discourses about the Ottomans on a more general, international level, 

Chapter Two shows how these images operated on a micro-level, from the perspective of the 

five authors. Their relation to the Ottoman world will be paid special attention.  

Chapter Three explores how the authors who had no direct contact with the Ottoman 

world represented the story of Osman II. Here I analyse the two texts from the Low 

Countries, Abraham Kemp’s Sultan Osman and Denis Coppée’s Osman. Since these two 

Osmans had very similar sources, they make ready material for a one-on-one comparison. In 

this chapter I will examine both the ethnocentric characteristics, and the features these two 

Osmans have in common.  

Chapter Four focuses on Gundulić’s Osman and Mrnavić’s Osmanschica, the two 

texts by authors who lived close to the border between the Christian and the Muslim worlds. 

In this chapter I will look at the manifestations of their ‘bordering’ position. I will examine if 

there is a significant difference in approach between the poets with, and those without, first-

hand experience with the Ottoman world, and if they portray the stereotypical Turk in the 

same light. This chapter will test the proposition that the geographical proximity affected the 

images of the Turk in either a positive or a negative way.     

 Chapter Five looks at the representation of the story by the Bosnian dervish Dede 

Ağa. The idea behind this chapter is not to contrast a more ‘authentic’ interpretation of the 

events of 1622 to the Western ones. Provincial Dede was geographically just as far away 
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from the epicentre of the 1622 crisis as his Croatian neighbours. However, for the Bosnian 

poet it was his sultan whose life had tragically ended. Was an account of the downfall of the 

enemy’s ruler different from that of one’s own? What ethnic and social stereotypes did an 

Ottoman invoke when telling this story? What can we learn from the Ottoman self-image in 

the Ottoman version of this story? Answering these questions, I will try to show that Dede’s 

view of the crisis reveals similar preoccupations to those of the Christian poets, with the 

difference that they are expressed against the background of political tensions within the 

Ottoman Empire.  

Finally, this study investigates the ways in which ethnic stereotypes operated in early 

modern texts on the intersection between religious/ethnic and political paradigms. The 

images of the Ottoman world, Osman the Turk and Osman the Sultan may have been 

different in a Western and an Ottoman context, but the mechanisms of image-formation and 

the literary representation were similar. This study can therefore hopefully contribute to a 

better understanding of stereotypical ethnic representation in general. 

 

Note on terminology, transcription and translation 

This thesis deals with the Europe-wide literary representations of the 1622 Istanbul rebellion 

and the murder of sultan Osman II. Some of these representations are referred to as 

‘Western’. I use the term ‘the West’ for the Christian part of the continent in the seventeenth 

century and ‘Ottoman’ to denote the Ottoman Empire, which, next to its Asian and African 

territories, at the time covered large tracts of South-eastern and Central Europe. However, 

seventeenth-century Christians seldom used the term ‘Ottoman’, calling all Muslim subjects 

of the Ottoman Empire ‘Turks’, without making any distinction between ethnicities within 

the Empire. In the Ottoman Empire itself, the term ‘Ottoman’ was used to denote the ruling 

elite, while ‘Turk’ was a derogatory term for the ethnically Turcoman tribes. I have attempted 

to keep this terminological difference clear. Also, although this research is chiefly 

imagological in nature and thus deals with the stereotypical representations of nations and 

ethnicities (ethnotypes), I have tried to avoid the term ‘ethnotype’ for the image of the 

Ottomans, since they were technically neither an ethnicity nor a nation.  

Another term that may require explanation is ‘Netherlandish’. This adjective refers to 

the geographical region of the Low Countries, which in the seventeenth century comprised 

the Protestant Dutch Republic of the United Netherlands in the north and the Catholic 
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Spanish Netherlands as well as the prince-bishopric Liège in the south. The term referring to 

the whole region is ’Netherlandish’, while ‘Dutch’ pertains only to the Dutch Republic. 

Holland is the name of the largest and wealthiest among the Dutch provinces. Dutch is also 

the language spoken in the Dutch Republic; in the Spanish Netherlands, Dutch and French 

was spoken, and in Liège only French.  

One text I have analysed is in Dutch, one in French, two in Croatian, and one in 

Ottoman Turkish. Dutch, French and Croatian transcriptions in this dissertation follow the 

original texts, because they are still legible for the speakers of these languages. Turkish 

words, however, are given in their modern Turkish transcription according to New Redhouse 

Turkish-English dictionary (Redhouse yeni Türkçe-İngilicze sözlük, Istanbul, 1996). 

Commonly accepted notions, such as ‘Janissaries’ and ‘pasha’ are given in their modern 

English form. It is worth underlining that many Ottoman titles appear in literary texts as the 

given names of the protagonists in a modified spelling that yields to the phonetic rules of the 

language in question. In this case, I have kept the versions as they appear in the original texts: 

hence ‘Iannisaire’ in Coppée’s play, ‘Janitzer’ in Kemp’s play, but ‘Janissary’ in the rest of 

my text.  

I have refrained from elaborating on the history of the text editions used. This 

dissertation deals with five cases: three plays (by Denis Coppée, by Abraham Kemp, and by 

Ivan Tomko Mrnavić), one epic (by Ivan Gundulić), and one rhymed chronicle (by Dede 

Ağa). Coppée’s play exists only in one edition, the original one from 1623, accessible online 

at the website of the Royal Library in Brussels where it is kept. Translations of the French 

original are mine. When quoting a theatre play, it is customary to indicate the act, scene and 

verse. For Coppée’s text, however, which has no verse markings, I have indicated the act and 

the page, for instance (II, p. 50). For Kemp’s play, I have used the modern edition by C.G. 

Brouwer (Amsterdam, 1994). References to this text contain act, scene, and verse numbers (I, 

3, vss. 35 - 45). The English translations are mine. For Mrnavić’s play the situation is similar 

to the case of Coppée. Only the original edition is available, kept in the National and 

University Library in Zagreb. Quotes are indicated with the act and page number (III, p. 100). 

English translations are mine. When it comes to Gundulić’s epic, a modern English 

translation by Edward Goy (Zagreb, 1991) is available. I have based my references on this 

translation, combining it with M. Pantić’s 1967 text edition. This text belongs to a different 

literary genre than the previously named tragedies. The annotation therefore comprises the 

number of the canto and the verse (XX, vss. 550-555). Finally, Dede Ağa’s manuscript, kept 
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in Gazi Husrev-beg Library in Sarajevo, is written in Ottoman Turkish and Arabic script. 

Since I unfortunately do not master that language, I have used the widely accepted Bosnian 

(Serbo-Croatian) translation by O.A. Sokolović, (Sarajevo, 1972). The verse numbers, for 

example [vs. 45] and the English translations are mine. A modern Turkish and English 

edition of Dede’s text is a part of an ongoing project led by Jan Schmidt of the University of 

Leiden and Bahadır Sürelli of the Sabanci University Istanbul. I am grateful to Jan and 

Bahadır for checking my translations and sharing their thoughts on Dede’s text.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


